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Year 10 

 

“Wise men and women are always learning, always listening for fresh insights.” 

Proverbs 18:15 (The Message) 
 

 

 

 

Determination     –     Integrity     –     Ambition     –     Humility     –     Compassion 

Student Name: 



Using Your Knowledge Organiser 

Your teachers have worked hard to produce this document for you and have selected the most important knowledge that you will need to know to make good progress in 

their subjects. You should aim to learn all the information in your knowledge organiser off by heart.   

Try out some of the strategies listed here to help you achieve this.  

 

1. Read the knowledge organiser and ensure you understand it. 

Try and make links between the information on it and what 

you already know and do. 

 

2. Look, Cover, Write, Check – the traditional way of learning 

spellings! 

 

3. Create a Mnemonic – Using the first letters of keywords create 

a memorable sentence or phrase. 

 

4. Create an acronym – using the first letters of keywords to 

create a word to prompt you to remember all of the 

information. 

 

5. Write it out in full on a blank version of the same format. 

 

6. Write it out in note form, reducing it to key ideas or words. Try 

the same format but a smaller piece of paper. 

 

7. Recreate the knowledge organiser as a series of images and 

words 

 

 

 

8. Write a set of test questions for yourself using the organiser.  

 Answer these without the organiser the next day.  

 Swap your questions with a friend to increase 

challenge.  

 Turn your questions in to a game by putting them 

on cards and playing with friends. 

 

9. Chunk the knowledge into smaller bitesize sections of around 

5 pieces of information. Concentrate on mastering a chunk 

before you start on the next. 

 

10. Try to make connections between the information and people 

you know. E.g. Visualise yourself trying these strategies with a 

specific teaching group. 

 

11. Talk about the information on the knowledge organiser with 

another person. Teaching someone else about it helps us learn 

it. 

 

12. Say the information out loud – rehearse it like learning lines 

for a play, or sing it as if you are in a musical!  

 



Year 11 — Component 2 English Language 

3b.  Question Terminology  

Term Definition 

Tone 
The writers use of words and writing style to convey his or her attitude 

towards a topic. 

Structure 
The arrangement of and relations between the parts or elements of 

something complex.  

Impression 
An idea, feeling, or opinion about something or someone, especially one 

formed without conscious thought or on the basis of little evidence.  

2. Key Vocabulary 

Term Definition 

Commercial making or intended to make a profit.  

Defiance open resistance; bold disobedience.  

Laboratories a room or building equipped for scientific experiments, research, or teaching, 

Unanimous (of two or more people) fully in agreement.  

Exploit make full use of and derive benefit from (a resource).  

Confrontation a hostile or argumentative situation or meeting between opposing parties.  

Massacred deliberately and brutally kill (many).  

Ruthlessly without pity or compassion for others. 

Weary reluctant to see or experience any more of; tired of.  

Harpoon 
a barbed missile resembling a spear that is attached to a long rope and 

thrown by hand or fired from a gun, used for catching whales and other large 

Hardiest capable of enduring difficult conditions; robust.  

1. Tier 2 Vocabulary  

immense A large amount; great; massive. 

prolonged Continuing for a long time or longer than usual; lengthy. 

inflicts 
Causes (something unpleasant or painful) to be suffered by 

someone or something. 

immeasurably To an extreme or extensive degree; immensely. 

ghastly Causing great horror or fear. 

condemn Express complete disapproval of; censure. 

radiate Diverge or spread from or as if from a central point. 

dreary Depressingly dull; repetitive. 

prevails Prove more powerful or superior. 

melancholy A feeling of pensive sadness, typically with no obvious cause. 

exception 
A person or thing that is excluded from a general statement or does 

not follow a rule. 

slate A flat plate of slate formerly used for writing on in schools. 

 Substitute  A person or thing acting or serving in place of another.  

Interior  Situated on or relating to the inside of something; inner.  

Humanity  The quality of being humane; benevolence.  

3a.  Question Terminology  

Term Definition 

Dramatic  (Of an event or circumstance) sudden and striking.  

Exciting  Causing great enthusiasm and eagerness.  

View Regard in a particular light or with a particular attitude.  

Effects 
A change which is a result or consequence of an action or other 

cause.  



Year 11 —  English Literature ‘Conflict Poetry’ 

6.  Poetic Terminology 

Stanza 

A group of lines forming 

the basic recurring 

metrical unit in a poem; a 

verse.  

Speaker 
The poetic voice within a 

poem.  

Listener 
The person who hears the 

poem. 

Caesura 

A pause near the middle of 

a line of poetry. Usually 

signalled by a full stop.  

Enjambment 
The running over of one 

verse into the next.  

Rhyme 

The repetition of the same 

or similar sounds occurs in 

two or more words, 

usually at the end of lines . 

Rhythm 

The beat and pace of 

a poem. Rhythm is created 

by the pattern of stressed 

and unstressed syllables in 

a line or verse.  

3. Conflict through 

war: 

The Destruction of Sennacherib  

The Man he Killed  

War Photographer  

Belfast Confetti  

Poppies  

What were they like?  

Exposure  

The Charge of the Light Brigade 

5. Conflict with truth / 

society: 

The Class Game 

No Problem 

Half Caste 

What Were They Like 

Exposure 

The Charge of the Light Brigade 

2. Conflict inner / 

identity: 

The Poison Tree 

The Prelude 

The Man he Killed 

War Photographer 

Belfast Confetti 

The Class Game 

No Problem 

Half-caste 

4. Conflict between 

people / relationships: 

The Man he Killed 

Catrin 

Cousin Kate 

Poppies 

A Poison Tree 

1. Key Information: 

1.A Poison Tree: William Blake 1794 (Romantic Movement). 

2.The Destruction of Sennacherib: Lord Byron 1815  

(Romantic poet/based on Bible story).  

3.Extract from The Prelude: William Wordsworth 1850 

(Romantic poet – Conflict between Man and Nature). 

4.The Man he Killed: Thomas Hardy 1902 (2nd Boer War). 

5.Cousin Kate: Christina Rossetti 1860 (Victorian poet, 

interested in the role of women). 

6.Half Caste: John Agard 1996 (Mixed race/performance 

poet). 

7.Exposure: Wilfred Owen 1917 (WW1 – propaganda). 

8.Charge of the Light Brigade: Alfred, Lord Tennyson 1854 

(Crimean War). 

9.Catrin: Gillian Clarke 1978 (Being a Mum). 

10.War Photographer: Carole Satyamurti 1987 (Exploring 

media/truth). 

11.Belfast Confetti: Ciaran Carson 1990 (Irish Troubles). 

12.The Class Game: Mary Casey 1981 (Liverpool/

housewife). 

13.Poppies: Jane Weir 2005 (Armistice Day). 

14.No Problem: Benjamin Zephaniah 1996 (Racial abuse/

stereotypes). 

15.What Were They Like?: Denise Levertov 1967 (Protest 

poem/Vietnam War). 

7.  The Romantics — context 

Romanticism was characterised by its emphasis on emotion and individualism as well as glorification of all the past 

and nature, preferring the medieval rather than the classical. It was partly a reaction to the Industrial Revolution.  



Half term 1                Subject: Mathematics                          Algebra 

 

  

 

Subject Terminology 

Term A term is either a single number or variable, or numbers 

and variables multiplied together.  

Co-efficient A number used to multiply a variable. 

Simplify Collect like terms (with same variable) to make an 

expression or equation simpler            

Solve To find a value (or values) we can put in place of a variable 

that makes the equation true. 

Substitute To replace variables with given values 

Form To represent problems algebraically  

Expand Multiply each term inside brackets by terms on the outside 

of the brackets.  

Factorise Factorising is the inverse of expanding brackets by finding  

what to multiply to get an expression.  

Expanding Binomials 

To expand two binomials, we multiply each term by both terms in the 

other bracket 

Expand (a + b)(c + d)   Example: Expand (a + 2)(a – 3)  

           

ac + bc + ad + bd    a2 – a - 6 

Order of Operations 

 

 

x a b 

c ac bc 

d ad bd 
 

Inverse operations 

+  - 

x  ÷ 

a2  √𝑎 
a3  ∛𝑎 

 

Multiplying Integers 

  

 

 

Example:           

3 x 2 = 6              -3 x -2 = 6 

3 x -2 =-6             -3 x 2 = -6 

 

If there are two 

operations from the same 

level in a calculation, work 

from left to right 

E.g. 6 – 8 + 4 = -2 + 4 = 2 

+ x + = +     - x - = + 

+ x - = -     - x + = - 

 

Substitution 

Given a = -2 and b = 4, 

find the value of 
6𝑎

𝑏−1
 

6𝑎

𝑏 − 1
  =  

6 × −2

4 − 1
 

 =  
−12

3
 

 =  −4 



Half term 1 Subject: Mathematics Algebraic fractions and irrational numbers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Subject terminology 

Irrational  A number that can NOT be made by dividing two 

integers 

Surd The irrational root of an integer 

Rationalise Eliminating any surds from the denominator of a 

fraction by multiplying 

Power/exponent How many times a number is multiplied by itself 

Lowest common multiple The smallest positive number that is a multiple of 

two or more numbers 

Common denominator When two or more fractions have the same 

denominator (the bottom number of the fraction) 

Terminating decimal A decimal number that contains a finite number of 

digits after the decimal point 

Recurring decimal A decimal number that repeats forever 

How to: Convert recurring decimals to fractions 

 

 

Rationalising a denominator 

If the denominator has just one term that is a surd, the denominator can be 

rationalised by multiplying the numerator and denominator by that surd 

If the denominator of a fraction includes a rational number, add or subtract a 

surd, swap the + or – sign and multiply the numerator and denominator by this 

expression. 

Example: Rationalise the denominator of 
√8

√6
 

 

Adding algebraic fractions 

To add algebraic fractions 

1) Find the common denominator of the fractions 

2) Cross multiply and write as a single fraction 

3) Expand and simplify any brackets 

 



Year 11 Subject: Science – Biology Topic: B5 Communicable disease

Key Word Definition

Pathogen
A microorganism which can cause a communicable 
illness; bacteria, virus, protest and fungi.

Communicable 
disease

A disease which can be transmitted between 
organisms and is caused by a pathogen.

Non-communicable 
disease

A disease which cannot be transmitted between 
organisms and is not caused by a pathogen.

Subject Terminology

Pathogen Example in animals Example in plants

Viruses HIV potentially leading 
to AIDS

Tobacco mosaic 
virus

Bacteria Salmonella Agrobacterium
Fungi Athlete's foot Rose black spot
Protists Malaria Downy mildew

A pathogen is a microorganism that causes a disease. There are 
four main types of pathogen:

Type Examples

Direct contact This can be sexual contact during intercourse or non-sexual contact, like shaking hands.

Water Dirty water can transmit many diseases, such as the cholera bacterium.

Air When a person who is infected by the common cold sneezes, they can spray thousands of tiny droplets containing virus 
particles to infect others.

Unhygienic food preparation Undercooked or reheated food can cause bacterial diseases like Escherichia coli which is a cause of food poisoning.

Vector Any organism that can spread a disease is called a vector. Many farmers think tuberculosis in their cattle can be spread by 
badgers.

Transmission can occur in a number of important ways, as shown in the table below.
2.



Year 10 Subject: Science - Biology Topic: B6  Preventing and treating disease 

Key Word Definition

Vaccination
An injection of a dead or weakened form of a pathogen which causes an 
immune response and immunity to a communicable illness. 

Antibiotic A drug used to cure bacterial illnesses and diseases.
Painkiller A drug used treat the symptoms of disease and illness.
Double-blind 
trial

A drug trial in which neither the doctor nor the patient knows who has been 
administered the real drug or the placebo. 

Antibodies Proteins produced by white blood cells which bind to and destroy pathogens.

Macrophage
A type of white blood cell which takes part in phagocytosis (engulfing and 
breaking down a pathogen to destroy it). 

Subject Terminology
The non-specific defence systems of the human body against 
pathogens include:

• The skin
• The nose
• The trachea and bronchi
• The stomach

Phagocytosis
•Phagocytes engulf and digest 
pathogens, this can be non-
specific or helped by antibodies 
which 
cause agglutination (clumping) 
of pathogens

•The phagocyte surrounds the 
pathogen and releases enzymes 
to digest and break it down to 
destroy it



Year 10 Subject: Science - Chemistry Topic: Chemistry unit 3 Structure and Bonding

Key Word Definition

Atom The smallest part of an element.

Ion A charged particle produced by the loss 
or gain of electrons

Isotope
Atoms that have the same number of 
protons in the nucleus as each other, 
but different numbers of neutrons.

Proton A tiny positive sub-atomic particle 
located in the nucleus of atoms

Neutron A tiny sub-atomic particle located in 
the nucleus of atoms with no charge

Electron
A tiny negative sub-atomic particle 
located in the energy levels around 
atoms

Allotrope
Different forms of the same element –
for example carbon.

Intermolecular 
force

The weak force of attraction found 
between separate molecules of
covalently bonded substances

Electrostatic
attraction

The strong force of attraction between 
oppositely charge substances. 

Delocalised 
electron

An electron that is no longer 
associated with a particular atom, it is 
free to move.

Subject TerminologyIonic Bonding

The metal atom will lose an electron and 
become a positively charged ion.

The non metal will gain the electron and 
become a negatively charged ion.

An ionic bond is the strong electrostatic
force of attraction between oppositely 
charged ions.

Ionic compounds have regular structures, 
called giant ionic lattices. In a giant ionic 
lattice, there are strong electrostatic forces 
of attraction acting in all directions 
between the oppositely charged ions.

Two or more non metal atoms will 
share electrons to fill their outer shell.

A covalent bond is the  strong force of 
attraction between the nuclei of two 
atoms that are sharing one or more 
pairs of electrons

Metals need to lose electrons to become stable. If 
there are only metal atoms around the electrons 
have nowhere to go and become delocalised – they 
are free to move from ion to ion.

A metallic bond is the strong electrostatic forces of 
attraction between delocalised electrons and metal 
ions.

Covalent Bonding

Metallic  Bonding



Year10 Subject: Science - Chemistry Topic: Chemistry unit 3 Structure and Bonding

How science works  terminology

Key Word Definition

Independent 
variable

The variable that is changed during a scientific 
experiment when you carry out a repeat.

Dependent 
Variable

the variable being tested or measured during a 
scientific experiment.

Control Variable
Any variable that is kept the same during a 
scientific experiment. Any change in a controlled 
variable would invalidate the results.

Reproducible
A different person doing same experiment, getting
the same or similar results. Gives a good indication 
of accuracy

Repeatable The same person doing the same investigation and 
getting similar or the same results. 

Random 
error

An error that is unpredictable and caused by the 
person using equipment incorrectly, leading to 
anomalous results. This can be reduced (not 
prevented) by repeats and calculating a mean. 

Systematic 
error

An error that is consistent and always out by the 
same proportion. Caused by the equipment and 
not the person. E.g. zero error.

Precise How tightly clustered around the mean your result 
is, reflecting degree of random error

Accurate How close your answer is to the true value 

States of matter

Graphene and fullerenes

Graphene is a single layer of graphite. The strong covalent bonds between 
the carbon atoms mean that graphene:
•has a very high melting point
•is very strong

Fullerenes are molecules of carbon atoms with hollow shapes. Their 
structures are based on hexagonal rings of carbon atoms joined by covalent 
bonds.



Year 10 Subject: Science - Chemistry Topic: Chemistry unit 5 Chemical Changes

Acid, Alkali and 
Neutralisation

Key Word Definition

Displacement A reaction where a more reactive element takes the place of a less 
reactive element in a compound

Soluble A substance that can dissolve in a solvent

Insoluble A substance that will not dissolve in a solvent

pH scale A scale which shows how strongly acid or alkali a substance is

Subject Terminology

Required practical

The reactivity series allows 
us to predict how metals 
will react. 

A more reactive metal will 
displace a less reactive 
metal from a compound.

Oxidation is the loss 
of electrons from a 
substance. It is also the 
gain of oxygen by a 
substance.

Reduction is the gain of 
electrons by a substance. 
It is also the loss of oxygen 
from a substance.

When acids dissolve in water they produce hydrogen ions, H+.
HCl(aq) → H+(aq) + Cl-(aq)

When alkalis dissolve in water they produce hydroxide ions, OH-.
NaOH(aq) → Na+(aq) + OH-(aq)

When the H+ ions from an acid react with the OH- ions from an alkali, a 
neutralisation reaction occurs to form water. This is the equation for the reaction:

H+(aq) + OH-(aq) → H2O(l)

Metal 
reactions

Reactivity



Year  10 Subject: Science - Physics Topic: Electricity

Subject Terminology Definition

Current
I = Q/t  I = V/R

The rate of flow of electric charge, measured 
in Amperes (A). Current has the symbol I.

Resistance
R = V/I

Potential difference ÷ current (V÷I), measured 
in Ohms (Ω). Resistance has the symbol R.

Potential difference
V = IR

How much energy per Coulomb of charge is 
transferred between 2 points in a circuit, 
measured in volts (V). It has the symbol V.

Electrical power
P = VI
P = I2R

How much energy is transferred per second, 
measured in Watts (W). 

Energy transferred
E = Pt
E = QV

Energy = power x time
Energy = charge flow x potential difference 

The current at 1, 2 
and 3 will all be 0.1 A. 
Current is the same at 
all points in a series 
circuit.

The supply potential 
difference (VS) is shared 
between components 
in a series circuit. 
VS = V1 + V2

The current at 1 and 
3 will be 0.2 A. 
Current splits along 
branches in a parallel 
circuit, so it will be 
0.1 A at 2 and 0.1 A 
at 4.

Each branch in a 
parallel circuit has the 
same potential 
difference. So both V1
and V2 will be the 
same as the supply 
potential difference.
VS = V1 = V2

Resistance is added 
together in a series 
circuit.
100 Ω + 100 Ω = 200 Ω

A resistor is an 
ohmic conductor. 
Current is directly 
proportional to 
potential 
difference.

Resistance of a 
filament lamp 
changes with 
potential difference 
as the lamp heats 
up.

A diode only 
allows current 
to flow in one 
direction.

The live wire provides the 
alternating potential difference. 
It is connected through a fuse. 
The neutral wire completes the 
circuit. The earth wire prevents 
the appliance becoming live.

Direct current flows only 
in one direction. The 
potential difference is 
constant over time.

Alternating current 
regularly changes 
direction. The 
potential difference 
keeps swapping from 
positive to negative.

Direct current

Alternating current

The national grid 
distributes electricity 
across the country. 
Transformers step-up 
and step-down the 
potential difference.

50 Hz, 230 V



Half-Term 1      HISTORY – America 1840-1895: Expansion and consolidation   Expansion: Opportunities and challenges 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Dates 

1830 The Indian Removal Act was passed. 

1837 Economic depression in the Eastern states  

1845 The United States annexed Texas from Mexico 

1846 Brigham Young decided the Mormons should move West. 

1846 - 48 The Mexican-American War  

1848 Gold was found at John Sutter’s sawmill in California 

1849 Gold Rush, as tens of thousands of people made the 
journey to California hoping to make their fortune. 

1850 Compromise of 1850 

1851 Indian Appropriation Act. 

1851 Fort Laramie Treaty 

Early Pioneers 

Fur 
Trappers 

The first group of Americans to travel west across the Great Plains and 
into the Rocky Mountains were fur trappers. Fur became fashionable 
in the Eastern United States and Europe I the 1820’s & 30’s and there 
was money to be made. 

Pioneer 
farmers 

Thousands of Pioneer Farmers went West in the 1840’s for a variety 
of reasons. For some it was the pull of good farming land, a better 
climate or simply the excitement of the new. Others were pushed by 
the Economic Depression of 1837. 

Mormons Another group of settlers were the Mormons – members of ‘The 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints’. Many US citizens disliked 
the Mormons and repeatedly drove them out of their homes. They 
didn’t agree with the Mormon practice of polygamy, feared expansion 
of the Mormon faith and felt threatened by their power. Brigham 
Young decided to move the Mormons WEST to create an independent 
Mormon state, where they could live freely. 
 

Miners The fourth group of Americans to go west were the Miners - ‘ the 
Forty-Niners’. They sought wealth after the News spread of someone 
discovering gold in 1848. The population of California rocketed from 
15,000 in 1848 to 250,000 by 1852. 

The Plains Indians 

Way of life Native Americans living on the Great Plains were often known as the Plains Indians. Most were Nomadic (moved 
from place to place) and followed the Buffalo herd. Most Native American bands lived in Tipis (cone shape tents 
made from Buffalo skin). The shape of the tent deflected harsh winds and allowed cool air in in summer. They could 
be packed away and moved in 10 minutes. This meant the Native Americans could easily follow the Buffalo.  

Indian government  Native Americans were divided in to tribes known as nations. For example, the Arapaho. Each nation was then 
divided in to bands made up of around 100-500 people. Each band has a chief and a council for making important 
decisions. Once a year, the bands would gather together as a nation. The men in each band would also belong to the 
warrior society. These were responsible for hunting and protecting the band.  

Indian religion  The Indians believed in the spirit world and believed that a superior being, known as the Great Spirit was responsible 
for all things. They also believed that lesser sprits controlled different elements of the world, for example, rain. The 
Indians believed that land could not be possessed by mankind and we merely occupy it. They would very often hold 
religious ceremonies where herbal substances would be consumed in order to help the Indians contact the spirit 
world.  

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Manifest Destiny 
To many Americans it was God’s will that they occupied the new and 
they should take with them their ideas and beliefs of Christianity, 
freedom and Democracy. 

Counting Coup 
 

The Native American concept that it was bravery to touch an enemy 
rather than kill them and it was foolish to fight if outnumbered.  

Scalping  
The Native American concept of taking an enemies scalp as a trophy 
from battle. The Native Americans believed that without a scalp, your 
enemy could not enter the afterlife and fight you when you died.  

Abolitionism 
 

The formal organised opposition to slavery which began as early as 
1817 in the USA.  

Policy of 
concentration   

The idea of containing native Americans by agreeing which areas they 
could live and hunt.   

Buffalo dances 
A dance that would last for many days before a hunt that would call 
upon spirts to guide the native American’s in their hunt.  

Indian bands  
A tribe of Indians would be known as a Nation. The nation would be 
split into smaller groups known as bands. E.g. Sioux Nation. Bands 
would meet at least once a year as a nation.  

Indian councils  
The council consisted of the most important men from the bands of a 
nation. When the Bands met, the council would also meet and make 
important decisions.  
 
 
important decisions.  

Warrior societies 
All the men of the bands belonged to a warrior society. These were 
responsible for hunting, travelling and protection.  

Chiefs  
These were the most powerful men in the Indian nation. They were 
elected because of their wisdom and skills as a warrior.  

 



Half-Term HT1 Year 10  Subject Geography Threshold Concept Link(s) G5 H5 B5 E5   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Albedo effect 

 

the amount a surface reflects the Sun’s rays back into space 

Anemometer instrument used to measure wind speed 

Beaufort scale measure of wind speed, ranging from 0 (calm) to 12 (hurricane) 

Collision 

boundary 

 

where tectonic plates move towards each other, creating mountains 

Conservative 
boundary 

where tectonic plates move alongside each other 

Constructive 
boundary 

where tectonic plates move apart and new land is created 

Destructive 
boundary 

where tectonic plates are forced together 

Coriolis effect the way the spinning of Earth makes winds veer to the right in the 

northern hemisphere and to the left in the southern hemisphere 

 
La Niña an event that occurs when strong trade winds blowing east to west reduce 

surface temperatures 

El Niño an event that occurs when weak trade winds blowing east to west allow 
surface temperatures to increase 

Epicentre the point on Earth’s surface directly above an earthquake’s focus 

Composite 
volcano 

a steep volcano formed by alternate layers of lava and ash on destructive 
plate boundaries 

Mitigation action taken to make something less severe 

  



Half-Term 1  Subject French 10       Me, my family and friends  Threshold Concept Link(s): Describing and identifying people including myself 

Décris toi-même. Qu’est-ce que tu penses de ta famille ? Qui serait ton partenaire idéale ?             

OPINION NOUN 

J’adore = I love mon père = my dad 

J’apprécie = I love ma mère = my mum 

 mes parents= my parents 

 mon frère = my brother 

J’aime beaucoup = I really like ma sœur = my sister 

J’aime = I like mon grand-père = my granddad 

 ma grand-mère = my grandma 

Ça m’est égal = I don’t care about mon oncle = my uncle 

 ma tante = my aunt 

Je n’aime pas = I don’t like mon neveu = my nephew 

Je n’aime pas du tout = I really don’t 
like 

ma nièce = my niece 

 mon cousin = my cousin (m) 

 ma cousine = my cousin (f) 

Je déteste = I hate mon beau-père = my stepdad 

 ma belle-mère = my step mum 

 ma belle-sœur = my stepsister  

Je m’entends bien avec = I get on with mon petit-ami = my boyfriend 

Je ne m’entends pas avec = I don’t get 
on with 

mon beau-frère = my stepbrother 

Je ne supporte pas = I can’t bear 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE 

J’ai = I have 
Tu es = you have 
Il/elle est = he / she has 
Nous avons = we have 
Vous avez = you (plural) 
have 
Ils/elles ont = they have 

 
les yeux = eyes 

marron = brown 
bleu(e) = blue 

vert(e) = green 
gris(e) = grey 

   
les cheveux = hair 

blonds = blond 
châtains = brown 
bruns = dark brown  
roux = ginger 
longs = long 

courts = short 
raides = straight 
ondulés = wavy 
bouclés = curly 

 

 Je suis = I am 
Tu es = you are 
Il est = he / she is 
Nous sommes = we are 
Vous êtes = you (plural) 
are 
Ils/elles sont = they are 
 

un peu = a bit 
assez = quite 
très = very 

grand(e) = tall 
petit(e) = short 
mince = slim 
gros(se) = fat 
grand(e) = big 
petit(e) = small 

beau (belle) = good looking 
laid(e) = ugly 
chauve = bald 
jeune = young 
vieux (vieille) = old 
 

 
 
 
 

  
 

CONNECTIVE 
because 

Verb Time expression ADJECTIVE 

parce que = 
because 

 
 
 
car = 
because 
 
puisque 
= since 
 

Je suis = I am 
Tu es = you are 
Il/elle est = 
he/she is 
Nous sommes = 
we are 
Vous êtes = you 
(plural) are 
Ils/elles sont= 
they are 

toujours = always 

presque toujours = almost always 

normalement = normally 

souvent = often 

en général = generally 

d’habitude = generally 

quelquefois = sometimes 

parfois = sometimes 

rarement = rarely 

de temps en temps = from time to 
time 

presque jamais = almost 
never 

jamais = never 

drôle = funny 

amusant(e) = fun 

mur(e) = mature 

gentil(le) = caring 

sympa = kind 

désagréable = unpleasant 

ennuyeux(se) = boring 

ambitieux(se) = ambitious 

modeste = modest 

méchant(e) = naughty 

sincère = sincere 

embêtant(e) = annoying 

parresseux(se) = lazy 

triste = sad 

fidèle = loyal 

fort(e) = strong 

heureux(se) = happy 
 bavard(e) = chatty 
 égoïste = selfish 
  



 

Future Tense – If Clauses 

If clause starter Noun Verb Noun/Adjective Connective In my opinion I think that it is Adjective 

Si j’ai beaucoup d’argent = If I 
have a lot of money 
Si j’ai assez d’argent = If I have 
enough money 
Si j’ai de la chance = If I am lucky 
Si j’ai l’occasion = If I have the 
opportunity 
Si je peux = If I can 

je = I  resterai = will stay célibataire = single parce que 
 
 
 
car 
 
 
puisque 
 
 

à mon avis 
 
 
 
selon moi 
 
 
pour moi 
 
en ce qui me 
concerne 
 

 
 
je pense que c’est 
 
je considère que c’est 
 
je crois que c’est 
 
il me semble que c’est 
 
ce sera = it will be 
 
ce ne sera pas = it will not be 
 
ce serait = it would be 
 
ce ne serait pas = it would 
not be 

génial = great 
fantastique  = fantastic 
reposant = relaxing 
merveilleux = great 
animé = lively 
difficile = difficult 
facile = easy 
divertissant = entertaining 
amusant(e) = fun 
(dés)agréable = (un)pleasant 
ennuyeux(se) = boring 
ambitieux(se) = ambitious 
embêtant(e) = annoying 
important = important 
 

me marierai = will marry heureux = happily 

mon petit-ami (idéal) = my 
(ideal) boyfriend 

sera = will be sympa = kind 
beau/belle = 
handsome/beautiful 
confidant = confident 

 
ma petite-ami (idéale) = my 
(ideal) girlfriend 

se comportera = will 
behave 

bien = well 

mon/ma partenaire (idéal) = 
my (ideal) partner 

aura = will have une barbe = a beard 
les yeux bleus = blue 
eyes 
les cheveux bruns = 
brown hair 

mon mari (idéal) = my (ideal) 
husband 

Si j’avais beaucoup d’argent = If I 
had a lot of money 
Si j’avais assez d’argent = If I had 
enough money 
Si j’avais de la chance = If I was 
lucky 
Si j’avais l’occasion = If I had the 
opportunity 
Si je pouvais = If I could 
 

je = I resterais = would stay célibataire = single 

ma femme (idéale) = my (ideal) 
wife 

me marierais = would 
marry 

heureux = happily 

ma famille (idéale) = my (ideal) 
family 

serait = would be chauve = bald 
modeste = modest  
musclé = muscly 
 

mon enfant (idéal) = my (ideal) 
child 

se comporterait = will 
behave 

bien = well 

aurait = would have  les yeux verts = blue 
eyes 
les cheveux blonds = 
blond hair 

 



Half-Term 1  Subject Spanish Y10 Technology  Threshold Concept Link(s): Extended opinions, using the preterite tense 

        

 

Past tense time phrase VERB CONNECTIVE VERB 

Ayer – Yesterday descargué canciones de Spotify – I downloaded songs from Spotify 
compartí fotos en Snapchat – I shared photos on Snapchat 

y – and mi hermano desrscargó música  – my brother downloaded music 
mi mejor amiga compartió fotos – my best friend shared photos 

Anteayer – The day before 
yesterday 

escuché música en mi móvil - I listened to music on my phone 
mandé mensajes – I sent messages 

pero – but mi amigo colgó vídeos en TikTok – my friend posted photos on TikTok 

Anoche – Last night saqué fotos – I took photos 
colgué vídeos – I posted videos 

sin embargo - however 
no obstante – however 
 

mis amigos charlaron en las redes sociales – my friends chatted on social media 
mi hermana hizo las compras – my sister did the shopping 
 El fin de semana pasado – Last 

weekend 
charlé en las salas de chat – I chatted in chat rooms 
usé mi portátil – I used my laptop 

mientras - whilst mi padre olvidó la contraseña – my dad forgot his password 

La semana pasada – Last week hice mis deberes en línea – I did my homework online 
olvidé la contraseña – I forgot my password 

cuando – when 
así que - so 

mi hermano usó sus aplicaciones favoritas – my brother used his favourite apps 

Hace dos semanas – Two 
weeks ago 

escribí comentarios en Instagram – I wrote comments on Instagram 
borré los mensajes de mi buzón – I deleted messages rom my inbox 

luego – next mi hermano escribió un blog – my brother wrote a blog  
mis padres escribieron los correos electrónicos – my parents wrote emails 

Por la mañana – In the 
morning 

leí un libro digital – I read an e book 
recibí el correo basura – I received junk mail / spam 

pues – then 
entonces - then 

mi madre leyó una revista digital – my mum read an online magazine 

Por la tarde – In the afternoon navegué por Internet – I surfed the net 
jugué los videojuegos – I played videogames 

después - afterwards mis padres usaron la red para sus cuentas bancarias – my parents used the web for 
their bank accounts 

Por la noche – In the evening compré la ropa en unos sitios web – I bought clothes on websites o – or 
de manera que – such that 

mi abuela compró unas regalos por Internet – my grandma bought presents online 

OPINION Infinitive 

Me fastidia  - I get annoyed escuchar música – to listen to music 
descargar canciones – to download songs 

Me fascina - It fascinates me sacar fotos – to take photos 
colgar vídeos  - to post videos 

Me divierto – I have fun charlar en las salas de chat – chat in chat rooms 
olvidar la contraseña – to forget password 
 Me decepciona – It disappoints me hacer amigos en las redes sociales – make friends on social media 
compartir fotos – to share photos 

Me da igual – I’m not bothered usar el portátil / el ordenador/ el móvil– to use a laptop / computer / 
mobile 

Me disfruto de - I enjoy mandar mensajes – to send messages 
enviar correos electrónicos  - to send emails 

Prefiero – I prefer comprar ropa en línea – to buy clothes online 
recibir el correo basura – to receive spam 

Vale la pena – It’s worth jugar videojuegos – to play videogames 
hacer los deberes - to do homework 
 Estoy harto de – I’m fed up of twittear – to tweet 
leer un periódico digital – to read an online newspaper 

Estoy a favor de – I am in favour of 
Estoy en contra de – I am against 

escribir comentarios – to write comments 
navegar por Internet – to surf the net 

 

CONNECTIVE 
because 

 
in my opinion 

Verb 
it is 

ADJECTIVE 

 
 
 

a mi juicio 
 
a mi modo de ver 
 
para mí 
 
desde mi punto de 
vista 
 
a mi parecer 
 
opino que 
 
me parece que 
 
pienso que 
 
considero que 
 
creo que 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
es  

beneficioso – beneficial 
divertido - fun 

porque  
 

gratis – free 
peligroso - dangerous 
  caro – expensive 
barato - cheap 

dado que una pérdida de tiempo – a waste of time 
una pérdida de dinero – a waste of money 

 entretenido – entertaining 
estupendo - great 

puesto que  imprescindible – essential 
esencial - essential 

 genial – brilliant 
guay – cool 
relajante - relaxing 

ya que  
 
 

importante – important 
fácil de usar – easy to use 

 útil – useful 
inútil - useless 

aunque necesario – necessary 
innecesario - unnecessary 
  



Year 10               Subject: RSL Creative and Performing Arts                   Drama
Subject Terminology

Forum Theatre Encourages audience interaction and explores 
different options for dealing with a problem or issue

Improvisation Is a form of live theatre in which the plot, characters 
and dialogue of a game, scene or story are made up 
in the moment. 

Action Consists in the events that the characters take part 
in as they act the play.

Form Is the way that the story is told, the way the 
characters play their parts, and/or the way the 
themes are explored.

• Narration is a technique whereby one or more 
performers speak directly to the audience to tell a 
story, give information or comment on the action of 
the scene or the motivations of characters. 
Characters may narrate, or a performer who is not 
involved in the action can carry out the role of 
'narrator'.

• Cross-Cutting is a drama technique borrowed from 
the world of film editing, where two scenes are 
intercut to establish continuity. In drama and 
theatre the term is used to describe two or more 
scenes which are performed on stage at the same 
time (Juxtaposition – Contrast).

• Marking the Moment: is a dramatic technique used 
to highlight a key moment in a scene or 
improvisation. This can be done in a number of 
different ways: for example through slow-motion, a 
freeze-frame, narration, thought-tracking, lighting  
or music.

• Flash Forward: (more formally known as prolepsis) is 
a scene that temporarily takes the 
narrative forward in time from the current point of 
the story in literature, film, television and other 
media.

• Flash Backwards: (sometimes called an analepsis) is 
an interjected scene that takes the narrative back in 
time from the current point in the story. Flashbacks 
are often used to recount events that happened 
before the story's primary sequence of events to fill 
in crucial backstory.

An Explorative Strategy is a technique to explore 
and deepen understanding of the drama you 
create. Used to understand characters, to 
explore scenes and to experiment with 
characterisation.

• Role Play is the basis of all dramatic activity. 
The ability to suspend disbelief by stepping 
into another character's shoes by adopting 
a role, becoming and acting like another 
person.

• Thought Tracking (also 
called thought tapping) is a quick fire 
strategy enabling actors to verbally express 
their understanding of the characters and 
their situations without the need for 
rehearsal. It is letting the audience know 
how the character is thinking and feeling.

• Hot Seating is a strategy in which a character 
or characters, played by the teacher or a 
student, are interviewed by the rest of the 
group.  Before engaging in this strategy, 
prepare the person or people who will be in 
the hot seat to successfully take on their 
role.



Half-Term 1    Subject; Music Y10     Threshold Concept Link(s) Area of Study 3; Music for stage & Screen, ‘Star Wars’ 

  

 TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Diegetic music This is music contained within the action of the film and included in the story - for 
example, music played in a bar. If a character in the story can hear the music, it is 
diegetic. Most film music is non-diegetic. 

Background music, 
underscoring. 

Non-diegetic music adding to the mood of the scene, reinforcing dramatic 
developments and aspects of character. 

Cue A section of music in a film. Here it refers to the whole track. 

Fanfare A celebratory piece for brass instruments (and sometimes percussion) often 
marking the opening of an important event or ceremony. The music is short and 
loud and often features arpeggios and broken chords. In the Main Title here, it 
serves a similar purpose, namely, to introduce the main melody of the Star Wars 
theme. An inspiring example of a fanfare for brass and percussion is Aaron 
Copland’s Fanfare for the common Man. 

Added Sixth Chord A common chord in jazz and Popular Music, a triad with the sixth added above 
the tonic. 

Compound interval One extending over more than an octave. A compound third could be a tenth, or a seventh 
and so on up. 

Ostinato A persistent phrase or motif repeated over several bars or more. 

Rit./ritardando Slowing down. 

Neapolitan chord. A chord built on the flattened supertonic note. 

  

 

Wider listening - Mars, From the Planets, by Gustav Holst 

The driving March rhythms pf the last 16 bars of the set work sound similar to the dramatic rhythm used in 

Gustav Holst’s ‘Mars’ from the Planets Suite (1914-16). Mars was the Roman God of war and the music, like 

the ‘Star Wars’ piece, evokes strong, warlike images.                  

Listen to this movement for similarities to and differences from the Star Wars music. 

The Pier Walk on the Beach & Dear John Letter  from Dear John by Deborah Lurie 

The 2010 film Dear John is a Romantic war film starring Amanda Seyfield & Channing Tatum. It is an 

adaption of Nicholas Spark’s 2006 novel of the same name. The music to each of the pieces has similar 

features. Each is played at a sedate or Andante tempo. Each one is also in a major key (G magor) with a 

simple homophonic accompaniment and a diatonic melody organised into regular 8 bar phrases. They 

create a total contrasting mood to that of Star Wars. 

‘The Prophecy’, ‘Concerning Hobbit’s, ‘The Bridge of Khazad Dum’ & ‘The Breaking of the fellowship 

From ‘Lord of the Rings’ 

Listen to this selection of pieces and compare them to each other in terms of mood, orchestration, melody, 

rhythm, tonality, etc. How different are these pieces from the Star Wars set work? 

 

 

 

 

The main title music to the Star Wars film is probably one of the most famous cues in film music history. From 

its 1977 debut in Episode IV: A New Hope, it has remained the iconic theme to Star Wars films. The main 

theme tune is also the melody associated with the character Luke Skywalker. 

 Film music as in this set work is background music, referred to as underscoring. It adds to the mood 

of the scene, reinforces dramatic developments and aspects of character.  

 

 The music is called underscoring as it accompanies the moving picture, in the case of this film, the 

rolling credits in the opening story of Star Wars. The complete piece of music (the main opening 

theme) is called a cue. 

 

 The piece starts with an introductory three bar Fanfare followed by the main Star Wars theme. A 

fanfare is a celebratory piece often marking the opening of an important event or ceremony. The music 

of the fanfare is scored for brass instruments and often Percussion and is short and played loudly. 

 

 The Main theme is in a three-part ternary structure. There then follows a link section taking us to the 

‘Rebel Blockade Runner’ theme. Another short link takes us into the ‘March’ and the piece concludes 

with a short codetta to round off the cue.        

  

 Williams uses Leitmotifs (a recurring musical idea which is associated with a particular theme, 

character or place). The main melody is associated with Luke Skywalker. It is a strong, bold, even 

heroic theme, and is of course suited to the character it represents. example, the triplets. 

 

 The ‘Rebel blockade Runner’ theme provides a strong contrast to the main theme. It is much quieter, 

lighter in texture & Very slow in tempo. 

 

 

 The Codetta is a short end section featuring a very fast tempo and the driving ostinato of two crotchets 

and a group of triplet quavers.  

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Name two features of liturgical worship More likely to be seen in Roman Catholic and 

Anglican services; the service follows a prayer book 

and does not improvise 

2 Name two features of non-liturgical worship This is usually seen in Protestant churches and 

tends to be Bible-based; there is often a pattern 

but the service leader has free choice of the 

structure. 

3 Name two features of charismatic worship This is a form of informal worship; in charismatic 

worship worshipper often use a gift of the Holy 

Spirit known as speaking in tongues. 

4 Name two features of Quaker worship There is no leader or structure; people sit in a circle 

around a table on which is the Bible and Quaker 

writings 

5 Name two features of private worship It can take place anywhere; it can be both Liturgical 
or Non-liturgical 

6 Name two forms of private worship The Rosary and Meditation 

7 Name two reasons why worship is important to 
Christians 

It brings a sense of togetherness as a community; it 
is an external expression of faith 

8 Name two types of prayer Prayer of confession; prayer of praise. 

9 Name two features of set prayers These are a key part of liturgical worship; some 

come from the Bible, the Grace, is from 2 Cor. 13 

10 Name two forms of informal prayers In public worship these are in the form of 

extemporary prayer; most used in private prayer 

11 Name two ways Christians respond to unanswered 
prayers 

Our prayers are selfish; the prayers are answered 
but not in the way that we expected 

12 Name two sacraments only accepted by Protestants Baptism and Eucharist 

13 Name two additional sacraments accepted by Roman 
Catholics and Anglicans 

Reconciliation and confirmation 

14 Name the importance of two sacraments Baptism – marks the start of the Christian journey; 
Eucharist – unites a Christian with Jesus’ actions to 
save him/her. 

15 Name two reasons why some Christians don’t believe in 
the sacraments 

Many of the sacraments aren’t mentioned directly 
in the Bible, baptism and eucharist were supposed 
to be rituals 

Y 10 T1 Enquiry Question: How can Christians Live a Good Life? 

Watch and make additional notes: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-LmhadiCGg – worship and celebration 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5-aKSrLXM4 – What is worship 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JpYuY1sF_I – Liturgical and Non-liturgical worship explained 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxjH4sa2RFI – Quaker worship 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDbIvpkc4yc – Catholic Eucharist 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jfB23DmeWWw – Importance of Christian Communion 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5KtiDH18gM – Sacraments 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uRymbCJmbYk – Baptism 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=goyriOk1uGA – Catholic Baptism and Confirmation 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoPEMVTAl9M&t=49s – Adult baptism 

Believers’ baptism  initiation into the Church, by immersion in water, of people old enough to understand the 
ceremony and willing to live a Christian life 

Christmas the day commemorating the incarnation and birth of Jesus (25 December) 

Church  1. The holy people of God, also called the Body of Christ, among whom Christ is present 
and active; 2. (church) A building in which Christians worship 

Easter  the religious season celebrating the resurrection of Jesus from the dead; starts on Easter 
Day and finishes with the feast of Pentecost 

Eucharist   a service of thanksgiving in which the sacrificial death and resurrection of Jesus are 
celebrated, using bread and wine; also called Holy Communion, Mass, the Lord’s Supper 

Infant baptism   the sacrament through which babies and young children become members of the 
Church, where promises are taken on their behalf by adults 

Informal prayer  prayer that is made up by an individual using his or her own words  

Informal worship  a service that does not follow a set text or ritual; this type of worship is sometimes 
‘spontaneous’ or ‘charismatic’ in nature 

Liturgical  worship a church service which follows a set structure or ritual 

The Lord’s Prayer  the prayer taught to the disciples by Jesus 

Lourdes A place of pilgrimage dedicated to Mary mother of Jesus. In 1858 Bernadette had visions 
of Mary there. A place of healing. 

Pilgrimage  a journey by a believer to a holy site for religious reasons; an act of worship and devotion 

Prayer  communicating with God, either silently or through words of praise, thanksgiving or 
confession, or requests for God’s help or guidance 

Private worship  when a believer praises or honours God on his or her own 

Reconciliation  a sacrament in the Catholic Church; also, the restoring of harmony after relationships 
have broken down 

Sacraments  rituals through which the believers receives the Holy Spirit 

Set prayers  prayers that have been written down and said more than once by more than one person, 
for example the Lord’s Prayer 

Street pastors Christian volunteers patrol the streets to help and care for vulnerable people. 

Worship  acts or religious praise, honour or devotion 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-LmhadiCGg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E5-aKSrLXM4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JpYuY1sF_I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hxjH4sa2RFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HDbIvpkc4yc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jfB23DmeWWw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_5KtiDH18gM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uRymbCJmbYk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=goyriOk1uGA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoPEMVTAl9M&t=49s


Half-Term September -October Subject Enterprise     Threshold Concept Link(s) Business Marketing and Enterprise 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Reasons for starting your own enterprise 

To be your own boss 

Entrepreneurs often to be in control of their career and act as 
their own boss. They get to make all of the decisions and may 
feel a greater job satisfaction. 

Pursuing a Hobby 

Some entrepreneurs turn their hobby or interest into an 
enterprise, which they are able to earn money from. By basing 
their enterprise around a hobby or interest, an entrepreneur is 
able to enjoy what they do, as well as benefitting from it 
financially.  

Having Flexibility 

Being an entrepreneur gives a person more flexibility to choose 
how they work and run their business. For example, they can 
choose the hours they work which may be better if they have 
young children.  

Making a difference 

Sometimes entrepreneurs start an enterprise because they 
want to make a difference to society. These are called social 
enterprises. Making money is still important but it’s usually so 
a business can give to charity or put back into a business.  

Types of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) 

Micro Enterprise 
 Up to 10 people 

 Run by the owner 

 Can be profit making and not for profit 

Small Enterprise 
 Employ between 11 & 49 people 

 Often limited companies (LTD) 

Medium enterprises 
 Employ between 50 & 249 people 

 Staff can have different roles 

 More formal than other enterprises 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Budgets The amount of money put aside for a particular purpose (for example, 
advertising). 

Profit The amount of money earned minus the costs paid out. 

Innovative Coming up with new ideas. 

Entrepreneurs Are people who set up a new enterprise in order to make a profit. 

Ethical Avoiding harm to others, animals or the environment. 

Private shares A stake in a company from which the shareholder receives a share of the 
profits (known as a dividend). 

HMRC Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs – the agency that works to collect taxes 
from individuals and businesses in the UK. 

Private sector Enterprise are owned by individuals, as opposed to the government or local 
authority, and are run for profit. 

Public sector Enterprises are, generally owned by the government or a local authority.  

 

Objectives 



Half-Term September – October 2021 (HT1)  Subject Child Play  Threshold Concept Link(s) How do adults support development?  

 

Gross motor and fine motor development 

What sort of rooms should children be 
in when they are indoors? 

Well-ventilated as this prevents the build up of germs. 

What happens if we don’t meet the 
health needs of a child? 

Children whose health needs are not met are more 
likely to be ill which can affect their growth and 
development. 

Why do children need feeding on a 
regular basis and snacks?! 

To have energy to move and grow, food must be 
nutritious and fit any dietary requirements. 

What happens if a child doesn’t have 
nutritious food? 

Hunger can make children irritable, children can lack 
concentration and their growth may be impaired.  

Why should children spend time 
outdoors? 

Fresh air is good for them, it encourages exercise and 
this strengthens their bones, gives them a healthy 
appetite and helps them to sleep better.  

What skills will be better if children 
spend time outside? 

Co-ordination and gross motor skills. 

Why do children need a wide variety of 
activities and resources? 

To encourage gross and fine motor skills, a range of 
activities means children will build a wider range of 
skills. 

Why do we use sensory items? These encourage a range of fine motor movements i.e. 
pouring, shaping and rolling. 

What is a treasure basket for babies? Collections of objects made from natural materials  to 
touch and explore. 

What are self help skills? Washing hands, going to the toilet, getting dressed and 
feeding ourselves. 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Nutritious Providing food and drinks that support a healthy diet. 

Rickets A disease that causes bones to soften and break. 

Sensory Sensory materials are resources that feel interesting and which 
children can explore such as sand and dough. 

Kim’s game A game where several objects are shown to children before one is 
taken away. Children have to work out which object is missing. 

Pretend play Also known as imaginative play. Children pretend that they are other 
people or pretend that toys are real. 

Mark making A stage of learning to write in which children are encouraged to make 
marks, using a wide range of resources. 

Proximity The nearness or close physical distance between the adult and the 
child. 

Transitions Long or short term changes that affect the child’s life, for example 
starting pre-school or changing career. 

Emotional security A feeling of being cared about. 

Role model Someone who sets a good example to child that they can imitate. 

 

Cognitive development and Communication and language development 

What needs to be stimulated for children 
to make progress in this area? 

Memories, thoughts and problem solving skills. 

If adults aren’t supporting in this area 
what can happen? 

Children may make much slower progress and do less well at 
school. 

How can adults support cognitive 
development? 

Play games that encourage memory; encourage imaginative play 
and role model thoughtful actions. 

How can adults encourage problem 
solving? 

Give problem solving activities – jigsaw puzzles, shape sorters, 
pop up toys, construction sets. 

What does problem solving do? Stimulates a child’s brain and helps them learn to apply their 
thinking to practical situations. 

Why are visits and new experiences 
important? 

They help cognitive development as they can see and touch new 
things so form new ideas. 

Why do we need to help children make 
connections? 

More complex ideas and concepts require the support of adults. 

What do we do to encourage speech? Talk to children, listen, smile and use eye contact.  
Use lots of nursery rhymes, songs and resources for pretend play. 

How do we encourage writing skills? It starts with mark making which looks like scribble so provide 
lots of crayons, pens, chalk etc… Role model writing the child’s 
name. How do we encourage creative 

expression? 
Introduce children to poetry, stories, dance, music and drama. 

 

Emotional and Social development 

If children don’t have adults supporting them 
what happens? 

They are more likely to be anxious and have low 
self-esteem.  They may find it difficult to make 
friends and care about others. 

What do babies and young children need? To feel wanted and cared for, babies need 
holding close to create bonds. 

What is the close contact between a key worker 
and child called? 

Proximity. 

What behaviours do we often see in children 
aged 18 months to 3 years? 

Tantrums, uncooperativeness and clinginess. 

What are the two types of transitions? Short-term and long-term. 

Where adults support a child through a 
transition what is the outcome? 

The child is less likely to feel stressed, anxious 
or to be clingy.  

What two things are linked to the relationship a 
child has with adults? 

Confidence and self-esteem. 

If adults and children have strong relationships 
what does this encourage? 

Positive relationships with others. 

How do we help children understand emotions? By naming them i.e. you are feeling angry, 
excited or sad. 

Why are routines important? They help a child feel secure. 

What should we encourage children to do or 
be? 

Interact with others, be thoughtful and 
cooperative and to develop friendships. 

 



Half-Term  September – October 2021 (HT1) Subject Child Play   Threshold Concept Link(s) How does play aid a child’s development?  

 
Play – overview of the ages 

Do children of different ages play the 
same way? 

No, as children grow and develop their play changes 
often requiring more skill and co-ordination. 

From what age do children want to play 
with others? 

Children want to play with others from 3 years as this is 
when they communicate better. 

Why do adults have to recognise the 
different types/ways to play? 

To ensure that play is challenging enough to make sure 
that development is taking place. 

How do children play from birth up to 2 
years? 

- Reliance on adults 
- Moving and touching 
- Repeating play. 

How do children play from 2 up to 5 
years? 

- Being with other children 
- More complex play 
- Talk during play 
- Adult supervision and support. 

How do children play from 5 up to 8 
years? 

- Becoming more independent 
- Making up rules 
- Increasingly complex play. 

Why are adults needed to play? Will 
their role always be the same? 

Adults will always be needed to help support the play of 
children, but the support will change depending 
on the age/stage of the children. 
  

SUBJECT TERMINOLOGY 

Mouthing Putting items in the mouth as a way of playing and as a way of exploring 
them. 

Co-operative play Taking part in play with other children. 

Self-conscious Being aware of yourself and of what others might think of you. 

Reliance Needing an adult or older child to do things for you. 

Mobile Being able to move- rolling, crawling, shuffling and walking. 

Repeating Doing the same things over and over again. 

Supervision Watching the children to ensure safety. 

Independence Being able to do things by yourself – this should increase as a child gets 
older. 

Complex Games, activities getting more difficult. Children need to show more 
skills. 

Intervene Stepping in if needed to ensure children are playing well together- this 
can help ensure safety. 

 

Play of 0-2 years 

What games do 0-2 year olds need adults to 
play with them? 

Simple games like pat a cake, stacking cups  
and knocking them down and peek a boo.  

What will toddlers often do with their toys? Move them so that they are physically closer to an 
familiar adult. 

Up to 18 months old how do most babies 
explore toys? 

Babies explore using their hands and their mouth. 

Once babies become mobile what do they 
become interested in? 

Once mobile babies want to explore their 
surrounding environment. 

When babies and toddlers have found play 
they enjoy what do they want to do? 

When this age group find play enjoyable they want 
to repeat the activity over and over again.  

Play of 2-5 years 

Why does play change in this age range? Play alters as children move from babyhood to 
childhood. 

What do children aged 2-5 years begin to be 
interested in? 

Children of this age want to be with other children. 

At what age do children start to play 
together? 

Children start to play together from 3 years old. 

At what age do children start to talk to each 
other, take turns and begin to share toys and 
resources. 

Children start to talk and share at 4 years old this is 
called cooperative play. 

 

At what age? 

At what age are babies and toddlers reliant on 
adults? 

Babies are reliant on adults when they are 0-2 
years. 
 
 
 
 

At what age do children start to explore their 
surrounding environment? 

Babies start to explore their environments at 0-2 
years. 

At what age does play become more complex and 
why? 

Play becomes more complex from 2-5 years and 
this is due to physical skills developing. 

How does talking affect the way that children play? As speech becomes clearer children use language 
more during imaginative and construction play. 
This is ages 3-4 years. 

If children of 2-5 years can play well together why 
do adults need to be present? 

Children of 2-5 years need the support of adults, 
they need encouragement and reassurance and to 
be kept safe. 

At what age do children become less dependent on 
adult support during play? 

Children are less dependent on adult support at 
around age 5 years. Adults are still needed to 
supervise. 

What is a feature of play for 5-8 year olds? A feature of play for 5-8 years is that they enjoy 
making up rules to make play more challenging. 

How does play become more complex for 5-8 year 
olds? 

Play becomes more complex as toys become 
smaller, more intricate like lego technic or outdoor 
activities such as obstacle courses or ball games 
that require a higher level of skill. 

 



Half-Term: HT1    Subject: KS4 Art   Threshold Concept Link(s):  Analyse and write critically about the work of others demonstrating critical understanding 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                        Assessment Objectives 

 

Written Annotation 

Written annotation should clearly support your visual and practical work by being purposeful 
and informative, using suitable specialist vocabulary. It should demonstrate that you have: 

 Critically analysed the work of others 

 Critically analysed your own work 

 Expanded on the idea behind the work 

 Explained connections between images made and found 

AO1 
Develop ideas 
through 
investigations, 
demonstrating critical 
understanding of 
sources 

AO2 
Refine work by exploring ideas, 
selecting and experimenting 
with appropriate media, 
materials, techniques and 
processes. 

AO3 
Record ideas, 
observations and 
insights relevant to 
intentions as work 
progresses. 
 

AO4 
Present a personal and 
meaningful response that 
realises intentions and 
demonstrates 
understanding of visual 
language 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Analyse To examine in detail 

Annotate Explanatory notes 

Critical Judge and form opinions 

Context The full picture-when, where, events etc. 
that have influenced the artist 

Review Evaluate 

Reflect Reconsider and modify 

Independent On your own 

Formal Elements The Formal Elements are the parts used 
to make a piece of artwork. They should 
be commented on when discussing the 
work of others 
 Interpret Explain/translate art work 

Opinion Your belief and thoughts 
 

Artist’s Project 

This project starts by researching 4 different 

artists. This will cover the assessment 

objectives; AO1, AO2 and AO3. 

For the chosen artist you will need the following; 

Double page in the above format 

Artist name as title, information and analysis 

Examples of artist work 

Artist copy  

Artist response 



Year 10 HT1 (LI.I)                           Hospitality and catering    Threshold Concept Link(s)                                Structure of the hospitality Industry   

 

                  Residential                                     Non- residential   
NON PROFIT MAKING 

 Care homes- Beaumond House 

 Armed forces- Army, navy 

 Prisons 

 Boarding schools- Wellow 
 
Services provided- Accommodation, food and 
drink 
 

NON PROFIT MAKING 

 Canteens in offices 

 Food supplied in schools, nurseries 

 Day care 

 Meals on wheels for the elderly 
 
Services provided- Food and drink only 
 

Residential commercial Non –residential- commercial 
PROFIT MAKING 

 Hotels 

 Farmhouses 

 Bed and breakfasts 

 Air B & B 

 Holiday parks 
Services provided- Accommodation, food, 
drinks, housekeeping, conference facilities 

PROFIT MAKING 

 Restaurants 

 Cafes and coffee shops 

 Mobile vans- ice cream 

 Street food vendors 

 Pubs and bars 
Services provided- Food and drink only to eat 
in or take away 

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Contract caterer Supply food and drink at facilities as well as staff where it is not already 
provided.  

General manager Responsible for the day to day running of the business 

Head chef/ executive chef In charge of kitchen, menu planning, Work rotas, ordering food and 
training staff 

Sous chef Day to day running of the kitchen, directly in charge of food production, 
covers for the head chef on holidays or if off sick 

Chef de partie Responsible for a particular section, the larger the kitchen, the more 
sections it has. Vegetables, sauces and soups, desserts. 
 Commis chef Trainee sous chef, assists the head chef, takes on easier tasks 

Canteen/ buffet/ carvery Help yourself, can choose what you want, informal, quick, value for 
money, less staff, less skill, pre-prepare- Poor portion control 

Table service Orders are taken at the table, less choice, more staff required, more 
skilled chefs. More overheads 

Vending service 24/7 limited choice, accurate portion control, no staff required. cheap 

  

 

                                                                         Suppliers 
 Need to be reliable, deliver regularly 

 Guarantee good quality ingredients 

 Compatible market prices 
There can be primary @ source- the grower or the farmer direct. 
Benefits-  

 saves on packaging 

 Reduced carbon footprint 

 Attractive to conscientious customers 

 Fresher produce 

 Know where it’s come from 

 Competitive prices as there isn’t a middle man 
There are Secondary @ wholesaler 

 Can buy in bulk, cheaper, less packaging 

 Good choice 

 Offer delivery service 

 Specialist ingredients 
There are tertiary @ retailers/ cash and carry 

 More expensive 

 Great choice 

 May not deliver 

 Shorter shelf life/ less fresh 
 

 

      Standards ratings                          Food hygiene standards 
1 *star - open 7 days a week 

 A reception 

 Breakfast 

 Bar 
 

0- Urgent improvement required 
1- Major improvement necessary 
2- Some improvement required 
3- Standards generally satisfactory 
4- Hygiene standards are good 
5- Hygiene standards are excellent 

2* Star- All of above with a higher standard      Restaurant standards 
Michelin star-  Top restaurants only 

1- Very good 
2- Excellent 
3- Exceptional 

AA Rosette – Scored 1-5 
1= good, better than the local competition 
5= Comparative to the best in the world 
 
Who rates establishments? 

 Tourist boards 

 Guests 

 Social media reviews 

 Expedia, trip advisor 

 Organisations like AA 

3* Star-  

 Dinner  

 Room service 
4* Star-  

 24hr room service 

 More staff 

 Restaurant 

5* Star- 

 Open all year 

 Customer care 

 Spa, gym, pool 

 Concierge, valet parking 

 Restaurant open for all meals, often 
more than one. 

 

LO1 – (1.1) 



What Definition What Definition 

Enterprise An idea that has been made into a business and is commercially viable. People culture and society People have different needs and tastes and vary from country to 
country.

Start-up 
business

An idea that has a potential to grow into a profit making business. Consumer choice The global manufacturing over the last 100 years has increased 
rapidly and shipped all over the world.
The internet has helped to create a global market. This has led to a 
huge increase in choice and also kept prices low.

Crowd 
funding 

is an internet based way to gain small contributors from many investors who 
believe in its future

Technology Push

Virtual 
marketing 

and virtual retail includes websites on social media and email
Facebook and YouTube have become huge platforms to promote 
businesses and ideas.

Market pull Consumer demands something an idea/ product/ invention/ 
solution but technologies isn’t there to deliver it!

A cooperative is an enterprise that is commonly owned and run by its members.
Cooperatives are set up to protect the rights of its members to ensure 
everything is fair.

Culture This is social behaviours from groups of people. This 
manifests its self through ritual, art and fashion.

Designers need to be aware of the society around them 
to try and understand their culture.

Fair trade Better prices, decent working conditions and fair terms of trade for farmers 
and workers in less economic development countries.

Fashion and trends This basically means the latest thing? People want to be a part of a 
group and fit in or buy into a particular life style!

Environment Using only renewable materials
Using renewable energy
Using recycled materials
Designing a product to be easily repaired.
Product having fewer components
Designing a product to be upgraded

Faith and beliefs A designer has to be responsible to be thoughtful in creating a 
design that does not hurt or offend possible customers and 
supporters of a product.

Negative 
environment 

Over use of the finite and non-recycled materials.
Use lots of components in a product.
Use fossil fuels to power a factory to make the product.
Products that have a built in obsolesce 
Component parts which travel long distances and are shipped 
globally.

Designing for the disabled and 
elderly 

Developing countries are becoming and striving to 
become more inclusive and to cater for elderly and 
disabled. 
Emerging technologies  have allowed designers and 
manufacturers to create products ranging from simple 
tools, equipment and gadgets, to transport methods 
and accessing building. This makes these group of 
people feel part of the community and not excluded 
and different.

Efficient 
working 

This is a simple concept where a trained member of staff goes around turning 
off unnecessary lightening, lighting and other appliances. This lowers C)2.

Pollution Usually done through getting the raw material and manufacturing 
of a product. To reduce it a Life cycle assessment is needed to 
reduce the impact.

Global 
warming

Extreme levels of CO2 released into the atmosphere and other green house 
gases. 

Carbon off-setting Carbon credits are given to some companies to help 
reduce CO2 emissions.
The money raised is invested in planting tress, and 
forest regeneration.

Emerging Technologies– Knowledge organiser 



Sept - Oct    Subject Motor Vehicle   Threshold Concept Link(s)  

 

Drivetrain 

Part Function 
Engine Produces power to be transferred to the 

wheels. 

Gearbox  Allows different gear rations to be selected for 
different power outputs. 

Clutch  Engages the drive from the engine to the 
gearbox. 

Driveshaft Transfers the power from the gearbox to the 
wheels. 

CV boot Protects the CV joint from dirt.  

CV joint  Allows a drive shaft to transmit power through 
variable angles. 

Differential  Allows wheels to spin at different speeds.  

 

TECHNICAL VOCABULARY 

Drivetrain Gearbox 

Clutch plate Friction 

Pressure plate Hydraulic 

Cable  Slave cylinder 

Pressure Gears  

Input shaft  Lay shaft 

Lubrication Drive shafts 

Constant velocity joints/CV joins Torque 

Bell housing Differential  

Planet gear  Helical gears 

 



 

      HT 1 – Components of Fitness                                              Subject: Y10 BTEC Sport                                                                    Threshold Concept Link(s):    

 

 

Borg (6-20) Rating of Percieved Exertion Scale or the Borg 6-20 RPE Scale 

The numbers on the scale represent the different levels of 
exercise intensity. 

 6  No exertion at all  

 7  Extremely light  

The BORG (6-20) can be used to estimate a person’s heart rate  
 

 8    

 9  Very light  

Heart rate (bpm) = RPE x 10  10    

e.g.  a perform says they are working extremely hard and give a 
RPE scale rating of 19 their estimated heart rate is  
HR (bpm) = RPE X 10  
= 19 X 10  
= 190 bpm (beats per minute)  

 11  Light  

 12    

 13  Somewhat hard  

 14    

 15  Hard  

You can also estimate a RPE scale/Borg scale rating from a heart 
rate (bpm) by dividing the heart reate by 10  
 

 16    

 17  Very hard  

 18    

 19  Extremely hard  

 20  Maximal Exertion  

 

Key Knowledge 
Physical Components of Fitness 
Muscular Strength The maximum amount of force that can be produced from one muscular 

contraction.  

Muscular Endurance The ability for a muscle or muscle group to continually contract during sustained 
physical activity without getting tired e.g. A Tennis player would need muscular 
endurance in order to continually hit the ball over a the length of a tennis match. 

Aerobic Endurance The ability for the cardiorespiratory system to work efficiently, providing oxygen 
and nutrients to the working muscles during sustained physical activity. 

Body Composition The relative ratio of fat mass to fat-free mass.  
Ectomorph – tall and thin (marathon runner) 
Mesomorph – muscular (Swimmer) 
Endomorph – dumpy (sumo wrestler) 

Flexibility Having an adequate range of movement in all joints of the body.  

Speed Distance divided by time. How quick you can travel. Measured in m/s.  

Skill Related Components of Fitness 
Agility The ability to change direction whilst maintaining speed and balance.  

Balance The ability to maintain centre of mass over a base of support. 

Coordination The smooth flow of movement needed to perform a motor task efficiently and 
accurately. 

Power The product of speed and strength. 

Reaction Time The time it takes for a sports performer to respond to a stimulus and initiate their 
response. 

Key Knowledge 
Principles of Training  
Frequency The number of training sessions you complete over a period of time. 

Intensity How hard you train.  
Time How long you can train for. 

Type How you train- this will be dependant on your needs or goals. 
Progressive Overload In order for you to progress, training needs to be demanding enough 

to cause your body to adapt, improving performance. 
Specificity Training should be specific to your sport, activity or developing 

physical/skill-related fitness goals. 
Individual 
Differences/needs  

The programme should be designed to meet your training goals, 
needs and abilities. 

Adaptation Occurs during the recovery period after the training session and this is 
how your body increases its ability to cope with training loads. 

Reversibility If you stop training or the intensity of training is not sufficient to 
cause adaptation, training effects are reversed. 

Variation It is important to maintain interest, this helps an individual to keep to 
their schedule. 

Rest and Recovery These are essential to allow the body to repair and adapt and for 
renewal of body tissues. 

Training Methods 
Continuous  Training method that involves keeping a steady pace over a long distance 

Interval Training method that involves alternating work periods with rest and recovery periods 

Circuit Moving from one exercise to another at a series of stations 

Fartlek Swedish training method involving a variety of intensities and terrains 

Heart Rate Training Zones 

Heart rate The number of times the heart beats per minute (bpm) 

Maximum 
Heart rate 

Also called HR max  

HR max = 220 – age 

Training 
Zones 

Heart rate needs to be high enough to cause adaptation and improve fitness The target 
zone recommend to improve aerobic endurance is   
60% to 85% of HR max 

Safety Use equipment safely and use training methods in the right way. 

Warm-up gentle exercise + stretching to increase heart rate and help prevent injury. 

Cool down Gentle exercise + stretching) to decrease heart rate and stop muscles becomes sore. 
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